1. Match them up!

Draw a line to match the picture and the word.

- dance
- put your hands in the air
- jump up
- turn around
- sit down
- touch your clothes
- point to your head
- stand up
- touch the floor
- point to the door

2. What's the order?

Listen to the song. Put the sentences in the order that Robot says them.

4. Point to your head.
2. Point to the door.
1. Stand up.
3. Touch the floor.
6. Now dance!
5. Touch your clothes.
3. Match them up!

Listen to the song. Match the sentence halves.

Robot → down.
Put your → your nose.
Sit → says.
Point to your → around.
Touch → hands in the air.
Turn → head.

4. Write and draw!

Children draw pictures of other actions for the song and write what they are.